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Intro 

 South Africa’s sartorial landscape is an astounding matrix of culture, symbolism, history, 

and modernity. African peoples1 make up 79.5% of the 50,586,757 people in South Africa, 

according to the most recent statistical data reported for 2011, conducted by Statistics South 

Africa2. The Xhosa group is the most populous indigenous population in Cape Town’s Cape 

Flats.  The presence of eleven official languages3 indicates an imperative for an inclusive cultural 

representation, underscoring a socially tumultuous past.  April 27th has been declared Freedom 

day, commemorating the first democratic election in South Africa less than 20 years ago.  The 

implementation of a democratic government has facilitated eradication of social and economic 

discrimination institutionalized by the apartheid regime and worked to actualize a society based 

on equity, non-racialism and non-sexism4.   This reformation has led to a less racially dictated 

quality of life for all; but some may argue that it has centralized western values resulting in the 

diminution of culturally influenced clothing and dress behaviors.  In this project, I interrogate the 

sartorial landscape of the Cape Flats seeking to understand society’s perception of traditional 

African cultures juxtaposed with western culture in a modernizing urban context. 

 In my Contemporary Black Aesthetic Class with Dr. Tavia Nyong’o, I was immersed in 

racial discourse I had never been exposed to before.  We interrogated the Black Aesthetic from a 

performance theoretical framework, which confused, challenged, frustrated, enlightened, and 

revealed dimensions in my social, economic, and historical positionality.  My world, social 

constructions and experiences became destabilized as we investigated visuality, Blackness, the 

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
1 African Peoples refers to Black people who identify one of the Black ethnic groups i.e. Xhosa, 
Ndebele, Zulu, Sotho, Swazi, with one of the Africa as their lineages trace of origin.  
2 Statistics.  
3 Part of the democratization of South Africa, everyone should be represented Afrikaans, 
English, Ndebele, Pedi, Sotho, Swazi, Tsonga, Tswana, Venda, Xhosa and Zulu. 
4SA Review  )
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cinematic, and cultural productions in relation to the Black Community in America. I became 

ashamed at my lack of “knowledge”5 about my Blackness, though I lived it everyday, I became 

paralyzed while listening to “others” talk about my experience with more skilled articulation I 

could ever muster; I became self-conscious and impassioned.  I read, analyzed, and searched 

incessantly for answers and revelations.  The class concluded with a voyage to Africa, South 

Africa to exact.  

 The last text we reviewed in this course was Art and The End of The Apartheid by John 

Peffer.  Peffer demonstrated how art in South Africa constituted a space of cultural production 

and exchange with race at the theoretical peripheries during the Apartheid Era.  Peffer illustrated 

how South African artists occupied “grey areas,” both aesthetically and geographically, in order 

to attract attention to injustices, which ultimately assisted the transition to democracy.  Peffer 

describes these grey areas as)multiracial,)peripheral,)urban)zones)and)with)hybrid)aesthetics)

that)often)defied)racial)boundaries6.   However, this left me with anxious thoughts and 

questions of “what happened next…after the Apartheid?” How does art operate in South Africa 

today? How do people currently, represent themselves artistically and sartorially?  What are the 

aesthetic ideals? What is Beauty? Who is Beautiful? What does the sartorial landscape of South 

Africa look like? Performance and Identity became key tropes in my daily life as I investigated 

the similarities/differences between South Africa and America.  With America and South Africa 

having similar colonial pasts, how does the Apartheid Era relate to the biography of America? Is 

Post-Apartheid South Africa (1994-present) equivalent to the Jim Crow Era of America? Or was 

the Apartheid era (1948-1994) a governmentally legitimized Jim Crow Era?  Do Blacks in South 

Africa occupy the same socio-theoretical space as Blacks in America?   

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
5 Academic discourse on Black Identity  
6 Peffer, pg xv)
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 The research that culminated in this thesis project included: an intense examination of 

township communities; interviews with locals and professionals overnight visits in the 

townships; secondary research conducted in the African Studies Department of the University of 

Cape Town; the employment of a local photographer/interpreter, Lindeka Qampi; and the role as 

artistic director/novice photographer in the photographs presented in this paper.  My onsite 

research extended from July to November.  I resided at the Kashala family residence, with Cally 

Kashala whom I met while taking a course at the University of Cape Town. I navigated the area 

using the public transportation system, which included the often over-crowded taxi buses. I was 

completely consumed with the daily life in the townships, which contributed a first-hand 

experience and some kind of essence to my discoveries.  

 

The Township landscape 

 A township by Google’s definition is a noun that describes a division with some 

corporate powers or a district six miles square7.  However in the context of South Africa, a 

township refers to segregated, underdeveloped, urban living areas, for Non-whites, leftover from 

the Apartheid era, institutionalized by the Group Areas Act of 1950, Act No 418.  These areas are 

comparable to American public housing developments commonly called “projects” or 

“developments” in demographic and socio-economic makeup.  Projects (fig. 1) were introduced 

to the American landscape in the early 20th century as a solution to the poverty problem, offering 

subsidized, low-income housing to working families.  However, underestimating the 

unemployment and housing shortage, they became occupied by un/under-employed minority 

families precipitating illegal trade activities and violence.  Project developments are 

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
7)Township)
8Group)Areas)
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characterized by their density and in more modern constructions, their sky-scraperesque quality, 

the uncanny ability to accommodate a vast number of people in a limited area, and increased 

instances of violence and substance abuse.  

 Townships are organized into sections based on socioeconomic status.  These sections are 

comprised of clusters of housing units directly reflective of one’s status.  The different kinds of 

units are variations of proper and improper units.  Shacks, hostels, flats, and RDP houses9 

demonstrate a pyramidal organization of housing, reflective and representative of the population 

and economic distribution. These townships were established during the industrialization of 

South Africa’s coastal regions. Following the discovery of gold and diamonds, many of the 

Xhosa people, initially exclusively men, became involved in migrant labor.  Over time, women 

and children joined their male family members, producing the different kinds of housing 

structures outlined below.  

 Squatter camps (fig. 2) distinguish South African townships from American projects.   

Like projects, squatter camps are densely packed, urban settlements, accommodating the nation’s 

most impoverished.  However, instead of multi-level building constructions, squatter camps are 

comprised of man-made shelters (or shacks) of corrugated metal, wood, and cardboard.  These 

squatter camps have been erected illegally10 in open areas outside of white-only living areas.  

The two types of squatter camps are serviced and unserviced.  Unserviced areas are devoid of 

any ablution facilities, forcing people to dig holes in the ground for waste, while in serviced 

areas portable toilets are located on the perimeter and communal water supply provides for 

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
9)RDP)houses)are)housing)units)constructed)part)of)the)Reconstruction)and)Development)
Program)(RDP))negotiated)by)The)African)National)Congress)government)of)Nelson)
Mandela)in)1994.))These)houses)provide)livable)conditions)for)families.))
10)The)Prohibition)of)Illegal)Squatters)Act)of)1951)that)gave)provincial)governments)and)the)
local)authorties)the)powers)to)demolish)any)form)of)squatting. 
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multiple families in the area. Shacks are also constructed behind houses, in an effort to subsidize 

the income of the families who occupy those houses. 

 During the industrialization period of the early 19th century, the government constructed 

hostels (fig. 3) to control the influx of male migrant workers.  Men would migrate to industrial 

sites to work and provide for their families, leaving their families back in the Eastern Cape.    

These single-sex dwellings were intended to house single men providing “very basic 

accommodation with four to six men occupying a small confined space, with an entire block 

sharing rudimentary ablution facilities”11.  The dimensions of the rooms are less than 5 sq 

meters.  Over time, the area became overpopulated and the market oversaturated with labor, 

ultimately impinging on the income of the laborers.  Soon families were forced to join the men 

causing an influx of Blacks occupying the housing units.  One local person from Langa12, 

reported that she recalls there being 18 persons living in her one room hostel for a period of time.  

Not until 2005, when the government erected flats, did these situations change.    

 Flats (fig. 4) were architecturally designed for families. These flats consisted of multi-

room dwellings, with indoor plumbing and kitchen facilities. The flats offered more space, 

privacy and suitable living conditions and also relieved the congestion in the hostels.  Priority 

was given to those persons who had the best history of rent payments.  The construction of these 

buildings can be attributed to the housing and services strikes, urging the government to improve 

the living conditions in these township communities.   

  Since the 1994 democratic elections, the African National Council (ANC) devised a 

reform program that would address the needs of the poor.  The Reconstruction and Development 

Program (RDP) have been responsible for all developments that occurred after its establishment, 

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
11Migrant)Labor)))
12)Nomtobeko)interview)
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including RDP houses.  RDP houses are subsidized, single-family, stand-alone structures, 

consisting of separate bedrooms, common area and bathrooms for low-income families.  

Matchbox houses (fig. 5) are identical in construction and color and equidistance to each other in 

the plotted area.  The consistency is militantly stratified and organized.   Subsidy houses (fig.6) 

are at the pinnacle of the housing structures in the townships.  They are individually designed 

housing with similar designed interiors.  Government representatives, such as nurses, 

administrative aids and lawyers, usually occupy these units because of the housing subsidy they 

receive as part of their employment packages.  Without these subsidies most people would not be 

able to afford them.    

 Therefore, the landscape of the township is reflective of various socioeconomic statuses 

of the people whom live there.  It is not uncommon for a group of shacks to be located directly 

across from RDP houses due to the impracticality of reform (fig. 2).  However, the slowness of 

the reform process and the corruption in the housing process causes frustration and animosity 

within the community.  Therefore these areas with high levels of violence, alcohol and drug 

abuse are formulaic of the high unemployment rates, HIV/AIDs cases, living conditions, and 

racial and cultural oppression.   

 

Problems with Western Discourse applied to the African Context and Traditions 

 Elizabeth Wilson says, “Fashion is dress in which the key feature is rapid and continual 

changing of styles.  Fashion, in a sense is change, and in modern western societies, no clothes are 

outside fashion.”13  However, this assertion that all clothing operates within the realm of fashion 

displaces traditional cultures and identity.  With developments in the globalization of fashion, 

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
13)Wilson,)Elizabeth.)Adorned'in'Dreams.)Rutgers)University)Press:)New)Jersey.)2003.)Pg.)3))
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this western concept has started to include traditional adornment from non-western civilizations.  

However, fashion prioritizes change and traditional dress prioritizes the celebration of the past 

through stasis.  Therefore this inclusion of traditional dress within fashion problematizes the 

foundation and significance of its visibility.  

 Hans Silverster’s Natural Fashion: Tribal Decoration from Africa, is a collection of 

photographs of two nomadic tribes of Eastern Africa living in harmony with the earth.  The 

appropriation of the concept of fashion to their adornment mistreats the tribe’s establishment of 

beauty and aesthetics.  Their material culture is described in terms of western concepts such as g-

strings and nakedness, which not only possess negative connotations, but also project the 

photographer’s views and not the subjects.  The photographer neglects to provide information 

about how the photographs were collected and his relationship with the material.  In one section 

he alludes to the presence of an interpreter; but then makes many assumptions about the tribes’ 

morals, social condition and system of values.  For example, he stated, “People simply paint 

themselves for no particular reason and at no particular time”14 and “why and how the ideas 

come to them is beyond their ability to explain.”15 He also suggests that certain practices have no 

meaning, and even asserts that the tribe members do not identify with being Black and they lack 

negroid features, without explicating what negroid features are. If he is referring to the 

craniofacial features of wider noses and full lips his statement contradicts his images.  Lastly, 

Silvester suggests that this group has become a tourist attraction.  Tour groups visit the area and 

purchase pictures in exchange for local currency.  This currency is later converted into “alcohol 

and weapons”, as Silverster suggests.  This observation completely dismantles any remaining 

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
14)Silvester,)Hans.)Natural'Fashion:'Tribal'Decoration'from'Africa.)Thames)and)Hudson:)
United)Kingdom,)2008.)pg.)5)
15)Ibid.,)pg.)5)
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academic integrity because now the reader is unsure of the authenticity of the photographs, 

bringing up the question, do these photographs reveal the beauty and adornment practices of 

indigenous tribes or were these tribes performing for the camera?   This brings us to the 

performative in culture.   

 While these cultures have lived in remote parts of Eastern Africa with little contact with 

western civilization we must take into consideration the gaze of the consumer and the 

photographer and to what extent this influences the subject and their performance.  Without a 

prior interrogation of the meaning and value of the adornment we cannot accurately assert this 

was devoid of consumer influence.  While in Tanzania, working in the Old Slave Market that 

now has transformed its products into that of Art instead of Black human beings,  I witnessed a 

lack of artistic freedom in the production of the artists’ works. Artists felt pressured to produce 

only work that would appeal to their consumer, due to the extreme dependence on western 

partronage.  With westerners comprising their consumer market, they made art in the ideal of 

what westerners believed African art looked like, which was not necessarily aligned with their 

own African aesthetic ideals.  When I asked my students “what kind of art do Africans like?” the 

response was that Africans don’t like that stuff, Africans like more natural without the shine 

(referring to the substance applied to wood to make glossy).  Consequently, we can see how 

patronage plays an important huge part in the presentation of an expression, culture, or 

community.  

 Awareness of these various instances of social ethnographic oppression; culturally 

insensitive scholarship; cursory publications, and cultural exploitation, inform the structure and 

development of this research project.  As I proceeded with my research goals, I constantly 

reflected on these issues and adjusted my words and perspective to accommodate the context.  
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My experience has been similar to that of the father in Five on the Black Hand Side16.  Originally 

complacent in my education and experience as a Black suburban youth, my perspective changed 

radically, after being exposed to: literature addressing Africa in context; scholarship from the 

Black American perspective; conditions beneath my social concept of living; rebuke of customs; 

and little sparks of pride.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
16)Williams.)A film of the 1970s, promoting the social agendas and issues at the time of the 
Black Civil Rights movement.  The film strategically uses of traditional African garments to 
symbolize black consciousness and Western dress to symbolize cultural ignorance and 
complacency in the Black experience.  The story concludes with the father “becoming 
conscious” illustrated in his transformation in attitude, treatment of his wife and most of all 
clothing.  He changes from wearing a western business suit to an African garment at his 
daughter’s wedding. 
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Part 1: 

Old School vs. New School  

A Paradigm Shift in the Socio-Cultural Relations to Dress Based on Age and  

Youth Culture 

 

 The Cape Flats (or townships) of Cape Town (Khayelitsha, Langa, Nyanga, Gugulethu, 

Philipi, Manenberg) were the areas that became urbanized under industrialization.  Thus, 

instances of hybridization, cultural borrowing and creolization in the visual landscape are 

products of the post-industrial, colonial past of Africa’s natives.  This sets the stage for analyzing 

dress culture in township communities. I investigated in contemporary South Africa.    

 Amongst the earliest anthropological texts addressing urbanization of Xhosa people 

during the industrialization process is Philip Mayer’s seminal 1961 work, Townsmen or 

Tribesmen: Conservatism and the Process of Urbanization in a South African City, part of the 

Xhosa in Town, tripartite anthropological project series.   Mayer distinguishes between two 

visually distinctive institutions of Xhosa culture, described as the Red and School dichotomy, by 

highlighting instances of visual acculturation and westernization of dress.   This text became 

highly contested by urban anthropologists, Marxists and liberals.   Bernard Magubane criticized 

it for its insufficient contexualization and exploitative portrayal of a culture.  Mayer’s illustration 

of a fragile, naive and impressionable community was unaccompanied by a report of the political 

climate, racial capitalism, and social implications of colonialism of the time.  Magubane claims 

that the stages in acculturation were also not presented to the reader, which subsequently 

distorted the actions and attitudes of the subjects. “Their unit of analysis is the individuals rather 

than the social formation of colonialism with its complex social relations. It will be quite obvious 
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that these studies tend to obscure the colonial, racial, and class structure of society and to play 

down the monopoly of power by the white colonialists in relation to the Africans.”17 Even though 

the controvertible lack of contextualization is problematic from a sociological perspective, it 

provides a framework for examining the Xhosa ethnic group, from a visual culture and costume 

historical perspective.   

 While Magubane argues that clothing, commonly used as a unit of analysis to measure 

value, prestige, and status in these works, were European measures and was meaningless to the 

colonized18, I believe Africa’s long history and tradition of dress and adornment does signify 

value accorded to material culture; in reference to self-representation and identity. However, 

while clothing and dress reveal insight into one’s self-awareness, ideals, and psychological 

perspective it should not be perceived as completely representative of their desires and 

aspirations without considering the social context and lived experience of the individual. 

Magubane even acknowledges the pressures to assimilate into the colonizing culture as 

rewarding and less problematic when entrenched in a money economy, colonial-industrializing 

society:   

Living in an urban setting, for instance, an African was unavoidably involved in a 

money economy.  He had to buy his clothing, food, furniture, utensils; and the 

goods that were offered in the shops came from factories that catered to an 

industrialized society.  The acquisition of “European” goods was not therefore, in 

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
17Magubane, 420 
18Ibid, 420)
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any sense “imitative” or indicative of status, but a necessary consequence of being 

absorbed in a milieu dominated by factory-made goods.19 

The African cannot dispel the feeling of inferiority engendered by the system until 

he is able to meet and deal with the ‘superior’ classes on their own terms as 

regards education in the broadest sense—and that includes styles of dress and 

diet. 20 

Similarly, the donning of “European” clothes can be attributed to a variety of 

pressures.  One of these was compulsion; the result of governmental decree—

atleast in South Africa, where Africans wearing their traditional garments ran the 

risk of being prosecuted as ‘vagrants’ or for public indecency21. 

Therefore, I recognize the discontinuity in Magubane’s claims and wish to amend the 

contradiction by furthering his concessions: the effects of colonialism on native societies and the 

tendency of people to seek validation in visual and self-representation.  I do not at all support 

that any notion of “worthiness”22 or value be attached to either distinction in dress covered in the 

following pages.  Any indication of a status quo associated with one institution of dress over the 

other would contribute to the political and cultural subordination of Africans and their culture.  

Accordingly, this chapter is restricted to a critical survey and analysis of the dress culture, found 

in township communities.    

 Clearly, an observable visual distinction in dress and adornment can be witnessed in 

today’s Xhosa township communities.  According to Mayer’s description of the Red people,  

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
19)Magubane,)pg.)425)
20)Ibid)pg.426)
21)Ibid.,)pg)426)
22)Ibid.;)pg.)429)
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 The people known as abantu ababomvu, ‘Red people,’ or less politely as 

amaqaba, ‘smeared ones’ (from the smearing of their clothes and bodies with red 

ochre), are the traditionalist Xhosa, the conservatives who still stand by their 

indigenous way of life, including the pagan Xhosa religion and the School people, 

products of the mission and the school, holding up Christianity, literacy and other 

Western ways as ideals23.   

This observation suggests a correlation between the frequency of interaction between Africans 

and European culture and the westernization of self-representation. In research conducted by 

Deborah James on the Sotho people24, she also proposes a similar relationship: 

 The transformation of clothing, and of the Sotho lifestyle, was prompted partly 

by a variety of what might crudely be called “culture contacts.” These included – 

for an older generation – the presence of trading stores and visits to husbands in 

town and – for a younger generation, and far more influentially – the proliferation 

of schools in the area after the 1950s25 

  The European mission education activities of the 17th century, attest to these “culture 

contacts”, responsible for the shift in sartorial behavior.  “The establishment of a refreshment 

station by the Dutch East India Company at the Cape of Good Hope in 1652 not only constituted 

a foothold for Europeans in southern Africa, but also signaled the beginning of the 

Christianisation process of the indigenous people.”26 Even though the Christianization process 

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
23 Mayer, pg. 4. 
24 Like the Xhosa, Sotho is another Black indigenous ethnic group of South Africa effected by 
the Apartheid 
25 James pg 41 
26 Lewis, pg.103  
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began as a modest initiative by a few Europeans, it facilitated colonization through moral 

justification, which eventually led to significant Missionary education programs27.   Towards the 

end of the 18th century, Christian missionaries carried out extensive school building and 

education programs, to deliver African natives from a life of sin and moral destitution, under the 

discourse of manifest destiny,  “The missionary ... viewed the African as a malleable spirit ripe 

for the noble onslaught of civilizing and Christianizing.”28   

 Therefore, missionaries consciously and “nobly” impressed their expansionist, colonial, 

cultural superiority views upon African learners, linking the relegation of natives’ cultural 

values, traditions, and behaviors, in the interest of western ones, to missionary education.  Thus, 

The Red and School dichotomy can be attributed to these processes of acculturation.    

 Hortense Powdermaker’s interpretation of Mayer’s Red and School distinction as a 

division between “traditional, uneducated, and pagan”29 people who maintain their culture due to 

ignorance and lack of exposure; and school migrants, who “broaden their relationships….Make 

friends with different kinds of people, belong to modern urban associations, and enjoy town 

recreations such as sports and movies, scorned by Red migrants,”30 raises some concerns.  The 

portrayal of a morally and culturally defeated group as more progressive to their supposed 

culturally-static and intellectually-inferior counterparts, exposes an anthropological partiality in 

the authorship.  Powdermaker’s attempt to support Mayer’s anthropologically contrived charges 

fail, due her lack of investigation and pretentious application of Mayer’s descriptions to justify 

his claims.   

 Shortly after Powdermaker’s review in 1963, A. A. Dubb reinterprets the Red and School 

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
27 Ibid pg 103 
28 Ibid, pg 103 
29 Powdermaker 
30 Ibid 
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dichotomy in 1966, as part of a quantitative study.  Contrarily, Dubb suggests Reds’ adherence to 

cultural traditions and self-representation as an informed decision, in spite of the pressures to 

conform to western culture.     

The Xhosa-speaking tribes, Mayer points out, distinguish between what they call 

Red people (abantu ababomvu) and School people (abantu basesikolweni).  The 

former are conservative traditionalists, adhering to Xhosa custom; the latter are 

already westernized to a degree and value many aspects of European material and 

non-material culture.  But, Mayer emphasizes, Red Xhosa must not simply be 

regarded as a backward residue of unfortunates who have lacked the opportunity, 

one way or another of becoming westernized. On the contrary: The Red Xhosa, 

no less than School Xhosa, have probably had more opportunity than any other 

population in Africa to experience and adopt western culture……They represent 

those Xhosa who have deliberately rejected white civilization and chosen instead 

to maintain their traditional way of life.31 

 Under this interpretation, both groups are equally exposed to western culture, however, 

the Red group consciously values traditional culture and its manifestations over more 

westernized ones.  Although, Dubb contests Powdermaker’s implied naivete with a seemingly 

defensive rebuttal, Dubb’s interrogation of Powdermaker’s anthropological integrity identifies 

social colonialism in the field of anthropology and demonstrates the necessity of alternate 

perspectives in the field of urban anthropology.  Dubb’s eagerness to present the Xhosa people, 

as not merely spiritually inferior and victims of cultural genocide, by diminishing the influence 

of the Christian Missionaries and missionary schooling, undermines his argument due to the lack 

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
31 Dubb, pgs. 292-302  
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of plausible data proposing different grounds for the shift in representation, particularly, dress 

behavior.  Whereas, Dubb’s quantitative study aims to reveal characteristics that correspond to 

the ideal and actual patterns of the Red and School dichotomy, the limitations in his research (i.e. 

restricting analysis to a Church of self-classified School people; interviewing a little over 1% of 

a total church membership; neglecting to provide information on the population size and 

demographics of the community; assuming a shift in identity and posing questions based on this 

assumption) weaken and dismantle his assertions32. 

 Today, the socio-sartorial landscape of Xhosa-populated townships in the Eastern Cape 

continues to reveal a dichotomy in self-representation of the community’s members.  From my 

observation and research, I suggest an amalgamation of the aforementioned theories and 

summations.  Mayer’s Red and School dichotomy; Magubane’s informed and lived-experience 

perspective; Powdermaker’s recognition of media and social influences in the construction of 

perception and production of value; Dubb’s promulgation of social colonialism and identification 

of methodological traps; and South Africa’s colonial and missionary-influenced history shape the 

construction of my claims.  

 A slight paradigm shift from the one-dimensional, modernist model of the past to a 

multidisciplinary, media-saturated, western-infused schema of the Now, underlies the 

reexamination of South Africa’s sartorial binary.  James conceives of the shift as related to life 

cycles: 

The clothing of Sesotho33, with which I am primarily concerned here, has 

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
32)Ibid))
33)Refers)to)the)people)of)the)Sotho)ethnic)group)that)follow)the)traditional)customs)of)
Sotho.))
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progressively incorporated elements from the clothing of sekgowa34 as well as 

from that of neighboring groups.  The incorporation of these new elements has 

coincided with points of change in the life cycle, and was especially pronounced 

at the historical moment when significant numbers of children began attending 

school35 

Here we can see the Red and School paradigm shifting into a duality based more on life cycle 

and school influence, rather than on one’s visual observation.  I further this position by 

prioritizing one’s age-group classification and introducing popular culture as a primary factor 

influencing the socialization of the Xhosa people, termed The Old School vs. New School 

duality.    

 The following images highlight differences in clothing and dress behavior of the Cape 

Flats township communities.  Attitude, The'World'in'Between and Intersecting Beauty all 

present clear distinctions in image ideals based on age-group association.  Popular culture and 

media, the township community, the artistic intentionality and creativity of the composition are 

all important components of these images.  The Old School vs. New School duality persuades 

readers to contemplate the age, maturity, and behavior of the subjects, while being conscious of 

the natural tendency to identify with one of the subjects.  This psychological projection has the 

capacity to stir feelings of nostalgia, provoke issues of identity and provide insight into ones’ 

own conservatism or liberalist ideals.   

  

1.1 ATTITUDE 

 The subjects in Attitude (fig.7) represent two opposing, yet very interrelated worlds.  The 
))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
34)Refers)to)the)people)of)the)Sotho)ethnic)group)that)follow)white)ways.)
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older woman on the left is married, works next to Langa train station as an herbalist, has four 

children, and has migrated from the Eastern Cape. The young girl on the viewer’s right side of 

the photograph, was coincidentally passing through the area, caught the eye of the photographer 

and readily agreed to be photographed as part of the project. An oversized Absa bank 

advertisement acts as the backdrop for the photograph, reinforcing messages of money, 

commodity, and capitalism. These messages reflect the activities contextualizing the space.  The 

train station, a major artery of the township, connects Langa to Cape Town’s Central Business 

District and all places in between.  It’s situated where the cul-de-sac culminates and is 

surrounded by small businesses operated from containers and wood and steel constructed shops.  

During the early mornings and late afternoons, this site transforms into a high traffic 

thoroughfare promoting social, cultural, and economic capital exchange.  For others, between the 

peaks of workforce rush hour, the area becomes a destination. Hegy’s barbershop and cell phone 

accessories shop sells everything from a shape-up to the newest, hottest, hip-hop cd; “The Queen 

of Langa’s”36 African cuisine restaurant cooks fresh meals on site; Aneto’s Rastafarian shop sells 

Rastafarian-crafted products, lifestyle necessities, literature, clothing, and paraphernalia; Uzoko 

Funeral Services assists residents with their mortuary affairs; a driving school helps residents 

with the acquisition of license and permits to operate motor vehicles, and an Herbalist sells 

herbs, plants, and other homeopathic supplements. 

 The herbalist, the older woman on the left of this portrait, represents one variation of the 

traditional Xhosa image.    Her straight, composed, posture communicates strength and reverence 

as she clasps her hands in front of her body.  While, her tailored, two-toned, collared, micro-

synthetic coat and track sneakers are not traditional Xhosa elements, the blanket she wraps 

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
36)Owner)known)as)“The)Queen)of)Langa”)affectionately)by)community)members.)
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around her waist, her headscarf (Afrikaans: doek), and red ochre substance on her face certainly 

are. The red ochre and blanket are both iconic elements of the Xhosa culture, which positions her 

as representative of the more traditional aspect of the paradigm, Old School.  The red ochre has 

various uses according to who is asked.  It has been described as a cosmetic application; 

homeopathic skin protectant; part of male initiation rituals and ceremonies.  Mayer presents 

multiple accounts of the beautification uses of ochre: 

After washing I smear vaseline on my face: he uses red ochre to look nice37”  

At weekends the Red youth of the neighbourhood are gathered together for the 

traditional entertainments called intlombe or mtshotsho; the Red girl after 

ochreing her face and arranging her beads will spend the who night there singing 

and clapping, and her boy-friend dancing38” 

 While walking through the Langa Township one sunny afternoon, I asked 

Lindeka about the purpose of the ochre on the women’s faces we were passing by.  She 

nonchalantly answered, “It’s not a cultural thing, it’s just to protect from the sun.”39  

Lindeka, whom grew up in the Khayelitsha Township, experienced an upbringing more 

influenced by western culture than by traditional culture.  Lindeka’s disassociation of 

ochre as a cultural manifestation, reveals a sense of normalization of use though not 

personal practice.   This protection from the skin describes either the loathing of sun 

produced skin blemishes or darkening of the skin due to increase of melanin.  In this 

post-apartheid environment where race and skin color continues to play a primal role in 

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
37)Mayer 21 
38 Mayer 22 
39 local retorts in an informal conversation in response to researchers inquiry regarding red 
substance on locals faces)
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individual’s socioeconomic status, protection from darkening is a common practice, as 

can be seen in this account: 

It is also used to conceal skin blemishes and long-term use reportedly improves 

the complexion and lightens the tone of the skin. Many Xhosa women consider a 

lighter tone of skin to be more attractive and ummemezi helps to achieve this. 

Sadly, the desire for a light complexion is most likely enforced by feelings of 

racial inferiority as a result of the psychological legacy of apartheid40 

 Ochre’s use in initiation rituals and ceremonies represents one of the most commonly 

reported uses by anthropologists, as seen in this account below: 

At the end of the process, the initiates set fire to their huts in a symbolic act that 

brings closure to boyhood.  As they leave their temporary homes, they are 

forbidden to look back. Their heads are shaved and their bodies and faces covered 

with red or white ochre to show their new status as men.  On return to their 

villages or communities, marking their reintegration into society, their bodies are 

draped in blankets and their parents hold a feast at which beasts are often 

slaughtered and tobacco and beer are abundant.41 

According to custom, male initiates (abakhwetha) returning from initiation school 

indicate their new social status (amakrwala) by wearing a particular style of 

clothing, including a formal jacket and cap, and various facial cosmetics. Natural 

red ochre called imbhola is applied for an initial period of approximately two 

weeks after returning from seclusion followed by the daily application of isibindi 

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
40) Cocks, pg. 123 
41Bedford 
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for up to three months. Imbhola is harsh on the skin and isibindi not only indicates 

the young men’s new social status but is also a natural restorative.42 

 Despite ranges of use for this versatile substance, one commonality in all the accounts 

regarding its use is that it is characteristic of the Xhosa culture.  The blanket has also been used 

ritualistically as part of initiation and circumcision ceremonies, and for its versatility for migrant 

laborers during industrialization.  They were used at night for sleeping, as well to combat 

inclement weather. Irrespective of the subject’s intention, her visuality certainly performs Xhosa 

culture, Xhosa women customarily adopt more demure clothing and dress once married. 

  Typical, casual, everyday dress would include covering the head with a headscarf (fig.8), 

reflecting the practice of modesty be diverting the gaze and admiration of males in society, as 

indicated by a local, wearing a long-sleeve top; and the iconic makoti (fig.9), the matching skirt 

and apron worn by married women.  Although these elements are products of acculturation, as 

can be ascertained from accounts of the impact of western culture on Sotho culture they also 

identify Xhosa traditional dress customs today.  Deborah James’ exploration of the 

transformation of Sotho dress reveals aspects of this phenomenon: 

They dressed in sotho smocked shirts (gempe).  Although this was a missionary 

innovation, by the 1940s and 1950s the garment already had long been regarded 

as part of sotho apparel and was definitely not a part of the dress of Christians43.   

At the time of the visit around 1957, Mmakgolo wa Pine and other married 

women of her regime Matsedi were still wearing the sotho smocked shirts and 

elaborately combed and greased hairstyles of Monnig’s account.  But by this time 

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
42Cocks, pg 123 
43 James p. 45)
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the most sotho of clothes were being reserved for occasions of greatest 

auspiciousness, like the time when Mmakgolo wa Pine had her photo taken for 

her passbook.  Although she greased her hair for the photo, Mmakgolo wa Pine 

was at this stage putting on a headscarf for everyday wear. 44 

 The young girl on the right side of the frame, in Attitude, personifies a western youth, 

popular culture in her posture, dress behavior, and clothing selections.  She draws attention to her 

use of bright colors by contrasting bright, hot pink and purple elements against solid black.  The 

close fitting, cotton and synthetic materials, accentuate her female anatomy, celebrating the 

contours of her body consistent with American beauty aesthetics. Her outfit evokes the style 

characteristics of some popular, celebrity music icons of the western hip-hop scene, namely 

Nicki Minaj.  American Hip-hop artist, Nicki Minaj, who recently appeared on the cover of one 

of South Africa’s top fashion magazines, CLEO, is self-proclaimed “Harajuku Barbie”45 (fig.10).  

She describes her style as a mixture of Japanese Harajuku culture, which employs an eclectic 

assemblage of animated colors, shapes, character themes, which Minaj combines with the Barbie 

figure silhouette, along with exotic wigs and attitude.  Nicki Minaj personifies the fusion 

between hip hop and popular culture making fantasy and costume accessible to the average 

teenage consumer through music and fashion exploited by the hip hop industry.  

 Global Youth, including Nicki Minaj, were first introduced to “Harajuku fashion” 

(fig.11) in 2004 through American pop music artist Gwen Stefani. Stefani’s solo career evolved 

from her role as lead singer for the Pop/Rock band, No Doubt.  Gwen Stefani’s artistry, 

characterization, and style emerged from No Doubt’s interest in animation and her personal 

fascination with Japan’s Harajuku subculture.  After touring in Japan in 1996 she became 
))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
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enthralled with the underground malls and fashion aestheticism of Tokyo46.  To this day, 

Harajuku Bridge, a popular destination for youth in Tokyo, transforms into a fashion/costume 

spectacle with an explosion of colors, styles, and sartorial creativity inspired by animated 

characters every Sunday.  The motley of styles that make up “Harajuku fashion” represents 

different creative communities, who collectively re-present themes and animated character roles 

through dress in the context of everyday life.  The weekly occupation of this particular place 

becomes a site of metamorphic transformation as it changes from an architectural feature to a 

theatrical platform peopled by popular culture identities and idiosyncratic hybrids. Each group 

has a very distinctive style and identity as reported by Juniya Kawamura, “The distinctive look 

functions as a visible group identity for the teens and becomes a shared sign of membership 

affiliation; it is also used to communicate their ideas, intentions purposes and thoughts.”47  

Harajuku Bridge exemplifies an un-curated, performance art installation that explores the 

grotesque, the juncture between costume and fashion; and the place between reality and fantasy 

through dress.  Through media, music and celebrity this abstract pop, by-product managed to 

infuse itself into the hip-hop genre.   With songs like Rich Girl and Harajuku Girls, Stefani 

recreates this subculture in her music, style, fashion label and even her backup dance entourage, 

“Harajuku Girls” (fig. 12).  Although criticized as being exploitive and perpetuating the cultural 

fetishism associated with the Asian community, this four-member group captivated young 

middle class consumers across America as a curiosity, but remained in the realm of performance.  

 With Minaj being one of those consumers of pop culture, she absorbs it as a young 

budding artist and re-produces it with her artistry and image in the genre of hip hop.  Minaj’s re-

appropriation of Stefani’s image, combined with hip-hop’s undeniable influence resulted in the 

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
46)Stefani)Interview)
47Kawamura,)pg)345 
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global commodification and fashioning of Harajuku style and culture to middle class American 

youth and beyond. Henry Giroux views this tendency as a complex repositioning in the way 

many young people construct their identities today noting “no longer associated with any one 

place or location youth increasingly inhabit shifting cultural and social spheres marked by a 

plurality of languages ideologies and cultures.”48 Through the agency of youth culture, diluted 

versions of Harajuku fashion can now be found in townships in South Africa.    

 A comparative analysis of the young girl in Attitude; Harajuku fashion at Harajuku 

Station, Nicki Minaj, and Gwen Stefani show a fusion of American, Hip Hop and Japanese 

cultures.  Gwen Stefani’s body language projects an inner confidence and attitude, mirrored by 

that of the young girl.  The Harajuku collision of colors and patterns is echoed in the young girl’s 

accessories, footwear, and color combination.  Nicki Minaj personifies the seams at which these 

two disparate universes meet.   

  

1.2 The World in Between 

 Another contemporary illustration of the Old School Vs. New School duality can be seen 

in The World in Between (fig. 13), Pinky Kopie and Natasha Kopi, mother and daughter 

respectively.  The younger subject, Natasha, wears a fashion-forward, hip-hop inspired outfit, in 

contrast to the traditional Xhosa formal attire worn by her mother.  This Sunday afternoon, we 

met Natasha at her home in Khayelitsha, following a brief acquaintance in the preceding days.  

She was returning from church, where she had just been baptized. Her mother, Ms. Kopie, whom 

we encountered upon reaching the house, questioned our presence and intentions with her 

daughter, with a rather intimidating and unwavering tenacity.  After thoroughly informing her 

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
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about the project, Ms. Kopie agreed to allow her daughter to participate, instructed Natasha to 

change her clothes, and insisted she accompany us.  I immediately took note of Pinky’s beautiful 

attire and inquired where she purchased it.  She mentioned, “home”, referring to the Eastern 

Cape, which was gathered from subsequent conversations.  This type of attire, very different 

from the casual traditional Xhosa dress, is more expensive and is typically worn only on very 

special occasions; like rituals and ceremonies.  The day of her daughter’s baptism surely 

constituted a special occasion.  

 Due to the careful placement of subjects, relocation, deliberate composition of this 

photograph, it requires a visual deconstruction, explicating the seemingly extraneous material 

outside and inside the frame. This photograph is captured behind gated train tracks, under a 

bridge in Khayelitsha.  The backdrop of RDP housing underscores its township context.  From 

the bridge, people watch the modest fashion shoot production with fascination and excitement, 

and even appear in some of the discarded frames.  At one point, an onlooker yells from the 

bridge, “Nicki Minaj, I love you,” to which Natasha responds with giggles, but immediately 

regains posture and concentration with the utmost professionalism.  Natasha carefully balances 

herself on the rail in the foreground, while Ms. Kopie chaperones from behind the tracks, not 

knowing of her own participation in the shoot. The tracks are symbolic of the dangerous post-

modern society Natasha faces and navigates on a daily basis as a township youth.  Pinky, the 

cautious, sheltering, protective mother represents the ever-present maternal figure or voice of 

reason, instilled in youth as children.  The space between the subjects is the physical, cultural, 

social, and economic world between them. 

 Pinky migrated to Cape Town from the Eastern Cape, in search of work, prior to Natasha 

being born.  In Cape Town, she met the man who would father her only child.  Today, Pinky is a 
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single parent who works hard to insure her daughter’s future by placing her in carefully selected 

schools, providing her with a comfortable lifestyle, and enforcing self confidence and aspirations 

through positive role modeling and regulated exposure.  Natasha appreciates the opportunities 

afforded her through her mother’s vigilance and discretion.  When asked about her experience in 

Khayelitsha, she retorts, “I love Khayelitsha,” where she was born and raised.  She is involved in 

sports and extracurricular activities at school and claims to be a fashion enthusiast.  Ms. Kopie’s 

role as a mother, responsibilities and conservatism align her with the principles of the Old School 

idiom, while Natasha’s role as her daughter, maturity, and outlook constitute her as 

representative of New School. 

 In an interview with Natasha on October 9, 2011, she reveals her some of her influences 

and style inspiration49: 

Shady (researcher): “ok, um Fashion! Do you like Fashion?”  

Natasha (subject): “I love fashion!” 

Shady: “You love fashion. What do you love about it?” 

Natasha (subject): “Different kinds of stuff. Anything that suits me. When I….I 

just dress and then look myself in the mirror then I say I’m fine. I go with 

anything. Today I’m boyish, tomorrow I’m a lady, and the following day I’m…I 

mix…anything” 

[…] 

Shady: “Which celebrities do you think dress the best?” 

Natasha: “(exclaims) Nicki Minaj, Beyonce, Rhianna, and what’s her name Will 

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
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Smith’s Daughter….” 

[…])

Shady: “Do you read magazines?” 

Natasha: “Yes, People magazine” 

  
 This interview exposes Natasha perceptions of beauty, formed largely by Black-

American popular culture, accessed through the music, print, and television media. Nicki Minaj, 

Beyonce, and Rhianna are all American hip-hop performers who embody an alter ego, as part of 

their performance.  This alter-ego usually advocates a strong, self-aware, independent woman 

through a projection of confidence.  Natasha not only emulates the styles of these celebrity 

musicians, but also embraces the inner attitude echoed in her body mannerism.  The positioning 

of her hands upon her hips with a concerted gaze at the viewer, mirrors images seen in media of 

aforementioned celebrities.  Her fitted, sequined tank top paired with a leopard-print miniature 

skirt signals a departure from more conservative modes, along with her creative use of color in 

the stylization of her hair.  Ms. Kopie’s lack of reservation when seeing Natasha’s clothing 

selection for this project, indicates a normativity in non-traditional styles of clothing in respect to 

today’s youth.   

 By contrast, Pinky wears a corseted, spaghetti-strapped top, attached to the long 

trapezoidal shaped fabric suspended from the front of the corset to the hem of her A-line skirt. 

While the corset design does indicate some cultural borrowing, the geometric shapes and 

horizontal lines decorating the surface of her garment are signature designs of the Xhosa 

tradition.  The shape, design, and colors of the dress are conservative and traditional in nature 

and intensify the visual divergence and theatricality of Natasha’s vestments.  
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1.3 Intersecting Beauty 

 The candidness of Intersecting Beauty (fig. 14) epitomizes the social and sartorial 

dynamics prevalent in this community. This photograph was taken on September 24, 2011, 

Heritage Day, in South Africa.  This holiday promotes cultural awareness with a range of 

activities organized by the schools and communities and in addition to an increased visibility of 

cultural dress, even amongst some young people.  Interestingly, the Old School vs. New School 

duality can still be observed, despite the circumstances.  With the increased prevalence of casual 

and formal cultural dress, the contrast becomes more apparent, enriching the visual landscape 

further.    

 The vicinity of this Khayelitsha location is also another transportation terminus, similar 

to the sites used in the previous photographs.  The beauty salon in the background of the 

photograph is situated on Lansdowne Road, which transverses many of the township 

communities, orienting this location as a highly trafficked area.  Lansdowne Road also transects 

the parallel-running taxi rank and train station located just down the road from the Beauty shop. 

The subjects were in the same geographical location however, were completely unacquainted 

with each other prior to this photograph.   

 The young girl on the left wears a white long-sleeve top with suspenders clipped to her 

form-fitting skinny jeans and men’s style, classic, wing-tip shoes.  While the clothing style and 

color pairing is conservative and classic, the appropriation of masculine elements (i.e. 

suspenders, wing-tip shoes) on a female frame is quite contemporary. The destabilizing of 

gender norms and social boundaries has always been a feature of fashion that trends every so 

often. These modern elements classify her as representative of New School. Though not thought 

of as avant garde in the 21st context of Western fashion, it does becomes visually arresting 
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considering the African context and the intersection with the more traditionally dressed Xhosa 

woman.   

 The woman on the right, representing Old School, layers a few different elements of 

Xhosa tradition.  The layer closest to her body, an orange and black skirt, with the signature 

geometric lines, is usually accompanied by a few other matching elements (i.e. top, shawl, bag) 

and worn to a formal affair.   The blue patterned apron is part of the makoti (see Makoti) 

tradition, discussed previously.  The towel is another common element worn in casual dress more 

frequently in the Eastern Cape.  Lastly, the doek sitting perfectly perched upon her head, appears 

simple in construction, but requires expertise to create the interesting folds and line intersections 

representative of the Xhosa aesthetic.  Reinforcing the particularity in construction and 

appearance of the headdress (fig.8), this woman’s headdress was permanently pinned in order to 

maintain the shape and design.   Though the headdress is now identified as a Xhosa custom, 

revering modesty, the practice of the headdress emerged from the prejudice and cultural 

subjugation experienced by Xhosa of earlier generations.    

When their daughters were encouraged by teachers to wash out the grease and 

graphite of their pre-initiates’ hairstyles, they eventually followed suit by washing 

out the grease of the married women’s equivalent.  Not wanting to be thought 

naked, however, they replaced this hairstyle with a small headscarf (setlanyana). 

Then I saw those wearing a bigger one, and copied them, until eventually the 

bulky headscarf of contemporary wear (sese) became the norm50 

 The juxtaposition of the subjects’ manners and engagement with the photographer 

reinforces their positions within the Old School Vs New School dichotomy.   The left subject’s 

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
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self-awareness and gaze towards the photographer and the right subject’s apparent aloofness 

imitates the proposed relationship of Old School and New School to the world context, socially 

and technologically. While both are present in the same temporal space, they seem to be worlds 

apart.  The discourse on youth culture articulates a heightened awareness of self in relation to the 

vicissitudes of society, pace, temperment and technological developments due to the frequency 

of interaction with the advanced global world; I propose that the socialization of youth culture, 

was also the underlying motivation informing the School and Red paradigm. 

 Social networking sites, such as facebook and twitter, and online gaming sites, like The 

Sims, have accelerated the socialization and globalization of youth culture.  These sites or 

matrixes allow one to psychically live in a space, culture and time, simultaneously detached and 

attached to their real worlds.  Perception is shaped by our experiences, knowledge and 

awareness, thus implicating technology and media in the creation of parallel universes between 

each successive generation.  

 Despite the ease of visual classifications of the Old School vs. New School dichotomy, the 

left’s subjects de-gendering of clothing and right subject’s mismatched vestments underscore a 

commonality in both subject’s dress behavior.  Both women curated a personal statement that 

defied the strictures of their respective institutions of dress, modern vs. traditional.  This 

photograph illustrates the transcendent effect of modernism on the whole Xhosa community by 

highlighting different instances of challenging socially and historically constructed normativities.   

 Although the reductive tendency of Mayer’s School and Red duality complicates its use 

by making anthropological generalizations about peoples’ ethics, values, and moral foundation 

based simply on the clothing habits of individuals, it is useful when interrogating, just that, the 

clothing of the members in this community.  The prominence of western dress by younger people 
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and cultural dress by older people seems to suggest that cultural pride in the form of self-

representation is more characteristic of the older members of the community.  However, I believe 

the globalization of youth culture is more of a factor in the absence of cultural dress amongst the 

youth communities in South Africa, rather than an overall loss of pride in cultural self-

representation. Bart Vautour addresses this phenomenon in Global Youth:  

Global youth are those who have always been subject to, and saturated by, the 

logic of late-capitalist globalization. This does not mean that all young people 

have been affected by globalization in the same way. For example, differences 

among today's young people are not completely unlike the differences among 

young people from a pre-globalized era. In other words, members of the global 

youth still live different lives (not occupying the same positions within 

international divisions of labor, culture, religion, class, race, age, and gender 

identification), but globalization has insisted upon common hyper-mediated and 

technologically charged ways of knowing. “Global youth” is important, as a 

category, because it allows us to look at youth through another framework or lens. 

[…] 

Today's youth are the quintessential inhabitants of postmodern and global life 

because they are the first generation to live integrated with the changing spheres 

of cyberspace, and hyperreality where media culture, laptops, stem cell research, 

and other emerging technologies are radically altering all aspects of life. Things 

like entropy, chaos, indeterminacy, hybridity, replication, and hyperreality are no 

longer only notions they might come across in a university seminar, but actual 
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relations of their lived experience. In this sense, the global youth are more attuned 

to a higher level of interactivity than any previous generation.51 

 
 Even though Vautour emphasizes the post-modern context of this phenomenon I believe 

manifestations of this phenomenon have played a role in dynamics of self-representation of 

traditional and modern societies since before the dawn of post-modernism.  Today’s 

technological advances as well as the study of youth cultures as a post-modern discourse 

contribute to the justification of its temporality, however do not offer substantial proof that 

media and socialization of the past did not produced the same type of effect.   

 The preceding illustrations do not propose that all community members dress according 

to this model; however this does present a general view of the sartorial landscape of the 

community and insight into the lives of a few residents.  We can surmise from the observation 

and analysis reported above that older members of the community generally maintain cultural 

dress practices, more often compared to the youth counterparts.  However this does not suggest 

that older generations internalize more cultural pride as can be seen as evident of youth in 

cultural dress on September 24, 2011, Heritage Day (fig. 15). 

)
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Part%Two:%

Avant%Guise:%Traditional%Dress%as%Avant%Garde%

 Current discourse on body and dress interrogates the social, theoretical, and physical 

aspects and limitations of clothing; how it operates in our contemporary global society and how 

cultural productions inform identity formation. In Performing Identity/Performing Culture, 

Dimitriadis investigates Hip Hop’s ideological performativity within youth culture through the 

evaluation of textual, pedagogical and practical data.  Performance is the key trope in this 

investigation because of its centrality in “social, cultural, and material constructions.”52  Through 

performance, “the act of communication is put on display, objectified, lifted out to a degree from 

its contextual surroundings, and opened to scrutiny by an audience”53. This conceptualization of 

performance parallels the inherent function of clothing.  Clothing operates as a socially 

constructed language within a community of shared dialectics, experiences, philosophy, and 

ethos.   

Understanding the language of dress and its relation to the body, therefore, 

involves a forever provisional and constantly re-negotiable grasp of the activities 

of seeing and making sense as social practices, based on a wide range of 

conventions, largely dictated by concepts of history, memory, permanence and 

impermanence, fluctuations in function and value, and always inscribed in 

institutional frames which ultimately decree whether and how meaning accrues to 

images54.  

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
52 Dimitriadis, pg 13 
53 Ibid., pg. 12 
54 Cavallaro, pg. xx 
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Therefore, clothing assumes a material value in performance theorem.  Contemporary 

performance discourse asserts that “history, tradition, and identity are all performances, all the 

result of invested actors who position themselves vis-à-vis others in a complex and unfolding 

social reality not of their own making”55. Therefore the isolation and investigation of the material 

values of clothing present in performances of reality or theatricality allows us to expose the 

buried narrative hidden under the cloak of historical and social ethnographic oppression.   

  Material values’ potentiality to expose underlying framework, constitute a visible seam in 

the cultural landscape.  A “visible seam” is described as “technique and a discursive intervention 

to address narrative erasure and to insert a troubling presence in dominant racializing 

structures”56, according to Nicole R. Fleetwood’s investigation of performance, visuality and 

blackness. For example, Hip Hop culture’s material values, i.e. clothing and dress behaviors, 

within non-western societies reveal a visible seam, due to the Hip-Hop’s place of origination, 

New York City’s urban areas.   Even though the globalization of Hip-Hop culture has created a 

diasporic effect localizing itself through hybridization of hip-hop and geographically distinct 

social dynamics, its mere presence still operates as the visible seam, traceable to American 

society.  These sutures expose points of access into the psyche of the Hip-Hopped, thus 

prompting postulations about identity and culture.  Whilst hip-hop is the central theme in 

Dimitriadis’ work, I apply this framework to the diverse landscape of South Africa’s townships.   

 Using themes of performance, visible seams, and identity, I broaden and invert 

Dimitriadis’s study by removing Hip Hop as the filtering agent, relying on my township 

cultivated acumen (and the local photographer/interpreter), and distinguishing between socially 

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
55 Dimitriadis, pg. 13 
56)Fleetwood,)pg.)9)
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constructed norms and deviances.  As I became more and more acclimated to the community, 

deviances or material externalizations of emotions in dress and became more pronounced.  

 The fashion industry promotes individuality and exclusivity through the acquisition of the 

newest, hottest, most in-demand, mass-produced, designer products yielding a clone like ideal, 

and Cape Town also shows some effects of this phenomenon.  In 2003, Cape Town launched 

Cape Town Fashion Week, its annual fashion exposition at the Cape Town International Fashion 

Convention.  As in most western, fashion-saturated societies, actual individuality is highly 

sought after, but rarely achieved.  The delineation between buffoonery and avant-garde is so 

obscure, few possess the conviction to approach it. While the performativity of radical, deviant, 

extreme dress behavior has been identified as avant-garde to the western gaze, the South African 

native might just call it cultural dress; in any case, here it will be called Avant Guise.  

 These instances of conspicuous performativity represent temporal conditions, religious 

convictions, and identities all monitored by the social context in which the South African lives.  

The duration of their condition, thus performativity, is dependent on a multitude of factors 

including: personal limitations, emotional well-being, secular commitments, etc.  Not only do 

their guise visually-demarcate this perceptively racial-homogeneous society, but connotes a 

hierarchy of social positioning and deference.  The congeniality of a widow, a sangoma, and a 

sackman offer the opportunity to deconstruct the meaning and influence of sartorial semiotics.  

  

2.1 The look of Death 

 Humanity’s understanding of death and mourning practices vary based on culture and 

tradition, however all communities have established particular mortification and bereavement 

customs.  These communities are not always limited to a small geographic area, but are primarily 
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dependent on the individual’s influence, popularity and/or national or global recognition, which 

directly influences the manifestation of mourning, across/within/throughout these communities.  

Sociologically, mourning manages emotions by employing a psychosomatic gravitational pulley 

that connects the metaphysical experience across disparate locations and spurns empathy in the 

unacquainted.  The death of pop superstar Michael Jackson provoked a global mourning, 

reflected visually in media and cultural productions such as: in the unsettling effigy in Kanye 

West’s 34 minute long “Runaway” video (fig. 16); fans publicly imitating his persona; and the 

forthcoming Glee57 programming tribute.   While this visibility of mourning is a rare occurrence, 

considering the practical limitations and difficulty in achieving global recognition, instances of 

external mourning can be accessed more readily in dress culture. 

 Even though references to mourning attire appear in biblical scriptures, contemporary, 

western practices are attributed to Queen Victoria’s formalization of widow’s weeds in the 19th 

century.  Upon the death of her husband, Prince Albert, in 1861, Victoria assumed the attire of a 

widow, which she wore until the time of her death, and mandated that all court attendants restrict 

jewels to that of Jet, a black stone, for a prescribed time58.  Warwick and Cavallaro use Derrida’s 

phenomenon of invagination to explicate individual’s externalization of emotion, through the use 

of clothing.  Invagination describes the body’s ability to “incarnate the moment’s ideals by 

having turned itself inside out,” when applied to clothing we see this “through the exteriority of 

clothing.”59  Therefore, mourning attire functions as a socially constructed symbol representing 

one’s psycho-emotional disposition, without verbally articulating one’s psychosomatic state.  

This visual affect constitutes a performativity in mourning attire.   

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
57 television series announced an episode devoted to a tribute to Michael Jackson to be aired in 
January 2012.  
58))Condra)
59 Cavallaro, pg. 15 
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 Judith Butler reinforces the theory of invagination of clothing applied to mourning attire, 

in her analysis of the mourning of Princess Diana.  She identifies theater as the infrastructure that 

has fostered the codification of mourning and its impact on identity:  

In many ways, theatre itself can be seen to be a place of mourning. In the western 

classical formulation, for example, theatre evokes multiple losses, restaging past 

events and resuscitating the voices of those who are no longer there.  At the same 

time, it enables an “acting out” of projective losses, those phantasmatic griefs that 

remain unspoken within the performance of everyday life.  The model of classical 

tragedy, moreover, provides an exposition of the performative structures of 

mourning. That is, the public performance of grief brings about the community it 

appears to represent precisely by invoking the ghosts of the pasts.60 

Butler’s suggestion that theatrical performance can be identified as a site of mourning with 

consideration to performance discourse asserts that all identity is performance. We can conclude 

that performance, reducing instances to isolated visual and tangible material (or clothing) has the 

potential to affect one’s psychological, emotional condition.  Therefore, clothing in mortification 

ideology functions paradoxically.  Not only is it a material manifestation of the temperament of 

one’s inner sanctum, but also a diametrical catalyst to therapeutic treatment of the inner sanctum.   

 Zodaa Phakamile, in Mourning (fig. 17), is a South African Xhosa woman, the mother of 

four children and the widow of her recently deceased husband.   Ms. Phakamile is mourning her 

husband under the prescription of her Christian Evangelical church mourning.  She is to remain 

indoors for a specified period of time and is attended to by her children.  Upon my meeting her 

she was resting upon the bed, watching television alone.  She has traveled from the Eastern Cape 

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
60 Kear, pg. 6 
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to her husband’s residence where she would be staying for a period of time.  She was unable to 

communicate to me in English and I was unable to articulate my questions to her in Xhosa, 

therefore we relied on the photographer/interpreter for translation.   

 Her mourning attire consisted of a dress, an apron, a cape, and a headdress.  The material 

used to make each piece was of one textile: indigo blue in color; cotton in texture; and concentric 

circles in pattern (fig. 18).  Widows usually possess a few different dresses so they may adjust 

their visual appearance for the occasion and for hygienic purposes.  The dresses are made to 

order by a seamstress in the local community.  The color of the dress, the duration she must wear 

it and who purchases the material, are all determined by people other than the widow.  Ms. 

Phakamile explained that her church determined that she must wear blue.  The church typically 

chooses between black and blue.  Historically, blue was not always the color to be worn in 

mourning, according to Ms. Phakamile.  She tells us that “in the old culture, women wore 

traditional white dresses, but as the time went on these dresses were dyed to blue”61.    

 The fabric for the dresses are typically purchased by someone that is of close relation to 

the widow.  This can range from one of her children to a close friend.  The fabrication, quality, 

and quantity are dependent upon the means of the purchaser and is of little significance 

compared to the color requirement outlined by the church and the respectability of the design.  

The finished garment must communicate dignity by covering all erogenous zones and fulfilling 

all the prescribed requirements.  The duration of time the widow must wear these clothes is 

determined by the family of the deceased and can be negotiated, but is usually undisputed out of 

respect to the family. 

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
61)as)translated)by)Lindeka)Qampi)
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 The aesthetic ideal was of little influence in the composition of this photograph.  Ms. 

Phakamile was not moved or repositioned in the interest of aesthetic appeal due to the subject 

matter.  The aesthetic value of the image reflects a morally consciousness and awareness of Ms. 

Phakamile’s emotional condition.  The position of the subject juxtaposed with the angle of the 

photograph seems awkward and restrained. The frame in the background transverses the subject 

unforgiveably; the wall unit distracts the viewer; the bedding elements crowd her figure 

producing an aesthetically displeasing photographic work.  The semiotics of the clothing 

inadvertently dictated the representation of the subject by imposing on artistic creativity and 

aptitiude of the photographer.  This affect realizes the performativity of mourning attire to 

communicate and displace others.  

 

2.2 Divine Invention 
 
 
 According to Witness, an Al Jazeera News Programming Series:  

Sangomas are traditional healers who gain their powers through ancestral spirits. 

Sangomas are believed to be able to treat physical, psychosomatic, and even 

psychic complaints.  The majority of Black South Africans prefer to go to 

sangomas. Parliament has passed a bill registering traditional healers and 

sangomas.  Intended to control kind of treatment options they are using.  

Sangomas base fee on affordability of patients.62 

 Sangomas are highly revered and trusted members of the township communities, mainly 

because of their access to the ancestors.  As in many traditional cultures, ancestors are the 

intermediary between life and the afterlife and possess answers to life’s ambiguities.  Sangomas 

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
62 Al Jazeera television documentary program Witness reports on the Sangoma 
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are regarded as anointed figures in the community and are chosen by a higher power, usually 

manifesting in the dreams of a teacher and pupil.  The muti, or healing agents, used are a 

combination of natural and manufactured substances.  The sangoma learns the uses of these 

agents from their teachers, and discovers new uses of different herbs and substances through 

studying their properties and guidance from the ancestors.   

 Over the years, the South African government and health care system have recognized 

the influence of sangomas and traditional healers.  Their attention to this fact has influenced the 

government to incorporate them into the health care system by registering them as practicioners.  

However, despite the unscientific, but effective practices, their presence provokes controversy.  

Some claim sangomas have contributed to the spread of the HIV/AIDs virus, by advising 

HIV/AIDs positive men to sleep with virgin girls to rid their bodies of the virus.  Also, the use of 

non-scientific practices, or magic, implies the use of Black magic63.  Due to these claims, along 

with South Africa’s apartheid and calvinistic past; the perception of traditional healing has 

become destabilized.  This has resulted in pressuring some sangomas to identify with 

Christianity and the Church in order to assure their clients of their pure intentions.  This 

contradictory performativity undermines the authority of the church and perpetuates the 

unfavorable perception of non-Christian traditional healing.   

 The rather conspicuously adorned sangoma attracts attention in the sartorial landscape of 

South Africa.  He/She is visually dynamic from head to toe with beaded hair, adornments and 

spears.  Though the intensity in the sangomas visual appearance might suggest spectacle to the 

western observer, it definitely connotes a performativity, as identity is performance.  The 

sangoma (fig. 19) visually attests to use of symbols to declare one’s capacity to metaphysically 

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
63)Traditional)practices)commonly)referred)to)as)evil)for)seemingly)selfish)intentions.)
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and spiritually heal people.  This image is reinforced through the community’s reinvestment in 

the system by seeking their assistance and prioritizing their position on the social hierarchy scale.  

   However, the intense visuality and nature of their practice is increasingly perceived as 

theatrical, as South Africa becomes more and more modern and westernized.  Consequently, the 

perceived theatricality compromises and displaces their authority.  Although in performance 

discourse all history, identity and tradition are all performance, it others and ostracizes 

performance on the peripheries of society.  This striking visual phenomenon becomes more and 

more exoticized as the socioeconomic landscape becomes more and more westernized. However, 

this visual appearance identifies them and their practice, so how can the perception of their 

visuality and performance be amended?  How can their performativity halt the damaging effects; 

salvage their reputation and abate society’s converting perception?   

 Divine Invention (fig.20) features Nomtobeko who is training to become a Sangoma.  She 

recently suspended her training process because of the passing of her father64. She must be 

ceremoniously “cleansed of the darkness” before continuing.  After this ceremony, she can 

continue her training.  To become a Sangoma can take up to three years depending on the teacher 

and student’s schedules, availability and devotion.  When training he/she must adorn themselves 

with beads made by the teacher denoting their status and position in the society.  Nomtobeko’s 

beads are blue, symbolic of the river that appeared in her dream, and white, symbolic of her 

acceptance of her calling.  Cow hair and goat hair, which she specifies are from her home in the 

Eastern Cape, are also used in the construction of her pieces.  Lastly, she is also required to carry 

spears wherever she goes (fig. 21). 

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
64) It is customary to take a break from training when a close family member passes away 
because of the effects the death could have on your psychological and spiritual maturity.  )
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 We met Nomtobeko at a breakfast shop by the Langa taxi rank one morning (fig. 22).  

She was visiting from her workplace nearby, where she cooks meat.  She was very open and 

hospitable as she answered questions about the history of the township.  She described the living 

arrangements as “congested before, but better now”.  As we inquired further about the housing 

conditions, she offered to show us her domestic quarters so that we may better understand her 

descriptions.  She lived just behind the taxi rank, in the hostels.  Not until we entered her room 

did we learn that she was a training to be a sangoma.  She then fetched her adornments and 

began describing to us her process.  This is when we captured a portrait.  

 Nomtobeko sat poised and dignified as she patiently waited for the photographer.  Her 

arresting stare and clutch of her spear combined with the angle of the image communicate a 

serious ambiance within the room.  Her adornments lay in the foreground of the image, out of 

focus representing a visible seam.  Animal hair positioned between the viewer and Nomtobeko’s 

spear reveals the theme.  Nature, traditionalism and primitivism sit between the African and the 

Western perspective.  Nomtobeko, the sangoma, reveals another visible seam in the donning of 

her apron and head apron.  She is employed, therefore participates in South Africa’s economy.  

Even though she will practice traditional healing as a chosen one, she straddles two worlds; that 

of African tradition and of western society.  Will her participation in modern society have any 

influence on her practice or integrity?  Will she be able to maintain autonomy in a society where 

the pressures to Christianize and register with the health department are beneficial to her 

personal socioeconomic status?    Her performativity in this urban matrix of contradictions 

exposes an unresolved binary: democratic ideals of progress versus traditional ethos of Culture. 

James Clifford asserts cultures are no longer to be found in stable “roots” but in “routes, “ partial 
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and temporary lines of connection and interconnection65.  Does this justify the disappearance of 

traditional cultures? 

 

2.3 The Jungle  

 Rastafarian66 culture67 was born out of a climate of collective frustration in the African 

diasporic community during economic depression and the ensuing industrialization of Jamaica.  

The industrialization of the early 20th century resulted in intense disparities in wealth and 

extremely impoverished communities. Leonard Howell is credited with starting Rastafarianism68 

amidst Black Nationalist movements and Garveyism.  While Marcus Garvey advocated Black 

business ownership, economic reformation and repatriation, Howell preached traditions of 

Africanized peasantry and a complete detachment from a capitalistic system, or “Babylon.”  

Though these two visionaries had opposing views of how to attain freedom from colonial 

oppression, it was Garvey’s prophecy “Africa and her traditions would deliver Jamaica and 

peoples of African descent from oppression mediated by race and class”69 that spurred Howell’s 

proclamations “Haile Selassie’s ascension to the throne as king of Ethiopia was the fulfillment of 

biblically and culturally based prophesy from Psalm 68:31”7071 and Jamaicans’ examination of 

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
65)James Clifford 1997)
66 Rastafarian is an overarching term referring to the culture. Rastafari refers to the Sackman and 
Rasta refers to those who are perceived as Rastafarian because of their Rastafarian paraphernalia 
or dreadlocks 
67 I refer to Rastafarianism as a culture however it has also been referred to as a religion.  
68 Helene, pg 7 
69 Erskine, pg 2 
70 Psalm 68:31“Princes shall come out of Egypt; Ethiopia shall soon stretch out her hands unto 
God” 
71 Erskine, pg 2 
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the bible for answers.  The bible was believed to possess universal truths and answers to life’s 

ills, which influenced the configuration of Rastafarian’s key principles72. 

 However, over the course of their history, their visibility has been problematized and 

their ethos demonized as a cultic movement using biblical catechism to justify their actions and 

principles, due to their anti-authority activity, use of illegal substance ganga (marijuana); and 

troubling visibility.  Their divinization of Emperor Haile Ras Tafari Selassie I of Ethiopia; 

sacrilization of ganga73; rebellious attitudes towards political, economic, and cultural authority 

are the key tenets of the culture; which have stereotypically manifested itself in the appearance 

and combination of dreadlocks, African imagery, music, dietary habits, and dress behaviors.    

Their external rejection of western ideals of beauty, thus conspicuousness, calls attention to their 

occupation within any context. However, the globalization of Rastafarian culture dispersed 

through its music has resulted in an increased visibility, diluting the tenets of its philosophy and 

becoming culturally representative of all oppressed.  The departure from themes of African 

diaspora, repatriation, and anti-capitalism constitutes its accessibility to demographically and 

geographically disparate communities.  Though Rastafarian identity and symbolism continue to 

stimulate ideas of anti-authority, societies have become more tolerant due to its increased 

visibility in various contexts.   

 The visual identity of the Rastafarian has been one of controversial debates not only 

amongst western society but also within the Rastafarian community.  Symbolically, the 

representation of the self is a codification of the values and institution that one represents.  As the 

Rastafarian movement took form, the construction of visual identity and social perception 

became paramount in reflecting their beliefs and political position.  The significance placed on 

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
72 Ibid, 63 
73Chevannes, Pg 85 
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appearance resulted in various forms of rejection and opposition to western principles and ideals.   

Hair became a site of resistance, motivated by the imagery of Emperor Selassie  (fig. 23) wearing 

a beard. Rastafarians stopped shaving their hair, perceiving shaving as an accommodation to 

western ideals, “For the workers among them, not to shave and trim would have been tantamount 

to an invitation to be fired from their jobs”74.  This soon stimulated discussion on combed versus 

matted hair.  The Youth Black Faith, a young radical division of Rastafarian culture, argued that 

combed hair was theoretically equivalent to shaven hair because it appealed to western ideals as 

well.  This debate led to discourse interrogating Rastafarian integrity, ultimately dividing 

Rastafarians into The House of the Dreadlocks and the House of the Combsomes (fig. 24). 

 Beards and locks are cultivated by the Rastafarians because they are seen 

to be the fullest expression of nature.  Not those who grow their hair long but 

those who trim it off are required to explain their actions. They that don’t like the 

hair, it’s because they are afraid of nature themselves.  Hair play a very important 

part upon man.  Everyone that have the color brown would know that hair is 

nature.  Anyone who fight against the hair fight against self….We the African 

should let our hair grow as we desire, so as to fit nature, which is the force that we 

the African should let control our system.75 

 Another site of resistance is clothing.  There are two images of Rastafarianism, which can 

be thought of as an extension of the dichotomous conceptualization of the Combsomes Vs. 

Dreadlocks.  The more prominent Rastafarian identity, is the Rasta, one that uses notable 

Rastafarian figures, motifs, and color combinations in the stylization and design of their western-

cut apparel (fig. 25) (for example, images of the Lion of Judah or Emperor Selassie on t-shirts or 

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
74 Ibid, Pg 99 
75 Erskine, 108  
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on pins (fig. 26).  Rastas’ motivations for using the paraphernalia can range from visual appeal to 

commitment to the faith.  In South Africa, regardless of your personal affiliation with the ethos 

and principles, all people with dreadlocks are perceived as Rastafarian and called “Rasta”. This 

can be attributed to the globalization of the Rastafarian culture and dilution of their tenets to a 

comprehensive umbrella concept, accessible to all people who identify as oppressed or follow 

liberation theories.  The paraphernalia of Rastafarian culture is appealing to many people, 

representing an ideal of all love, peace and harmony.  From watches and cell phone cases to hats 

and sneakers, the market for this kind of clothing has become very large over the years.   

 The sack man (fig. 27) is the more traditional Rastafarian, those who construct their 

clothing out of natural materials, namely crocus or sackcloth, practice exclusion from western 

society, and live a communal lifestyle.  Biblical references to the use of sackcloth in mourning 

and repentance practices provide a source of this practice76:  

And Jacob rent his clothes, and put sackcloth upon his loins, and mourned for his 

son many days. (Genesis 37:34) 

And David said to Joab, and to all the people that were with him, Rend your 

clothes, and gird you with sackcloth, and mourn before Abner. And king David 

himself followed the bier. (2 Samuel 3:31) 

When Mordecai perceived all that was done, Mordecai rent his clothes, and put on 

sackcloth with ashes, and went out into the midst of the city, and cried with a loud 

and a bitter cry.  (Esther 4:1)  

But let man and beast be covered with sackcloth, and cry mightily unto God: yea, 

let them turn every one from his evil way, and from the violence that is in their 
))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
76)Bible)
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hands is in his hands. (Jonah 3:3-8) 

 Some literature suggests the look derived from that of the derelicts of the communities.   

Barry Chevannes find precedence in an individual who was a follower of Marcus Garvey: 

Bag-a-wire was well known because it was said that he had been a close follower 

of Marcus Garvey on whom Garvey had set a curse for his treachery.  The name 

Bag-a-wire seems to be an elision of ‘Bag and wire’, from the clothes he wore: 

burlap or crocus bags held together by wire threads.  Society treated him as an 

outcast: people shunned and children used to stone him.77 

Noel Erskine advances Barry Chevannes’ claim in his chapter on the organization and ethos of 

the Rasta: 

 What is helpful is Chevannes indicating that the only people who wore 

matted hair in Jamaican culture were homeless persons and those edged out of the 

society because they were insane.  The Youth Black Faith, according to 

Chevannes, took on the matted hair of the despised and rejected in the society, 

and for many years the society chose not to differentiate between the Rastas and 

the derelicts. Lke the outcasts, they were regarded as dirty and were often placed 

in asylums for the mentally ill.  Rastas entered into solidarity with the outcasts 

and by association they became outcasts78. 

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
77 Chevannes, pg 88 
 
78 Erskine, p. 109 
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 In an informal conversation with Kingsley79, an identified sackman, he reveals the 

motivations for walking barefoot and wearing sackcloth.  He implies ideas of piety, discipline 

and self-flagellation,  “You must feel every rock against your feet.” Sackmans believe in oneness 

with the earth and environment.  Although the image of visibility of the rasta has become more 

pronounced over the years, the sackman represents a visible seam in the sartorial landscape of 

rasta community.  The contemporary Rasta and the traditional Rastafari80 represent different 

dimensions of Rastafarianism, from representing certain principles; to complete devotion to 

ethos usually manifesting in the exclusion from the capitalist system.  

  In Man without Culture (fig. 28), Bobo stands besides a quote extracted from one of the 

proverbial statements of Marcus Garvey.  The inscription on the wall fully reads, “Man without 

Culture is Like a tree without Roots,” from Garvey’s statement “A people without the knowledge 

of their past history, origin and culture is like a tree without roots.”  This photograph was taken 

on a main road within a sequestered area of Marcus Garvey Rastafarian community, populated 

with shops and people, as we returned from “The Jungle”81.  On our way into the Jungle, Bobo 

strongly advised against taking photographs in the area alluding to experiences with and 

knowledge of instances of exploitation.  However, while walking back from “The Jungle” a 

whispered desire to capture the quote compelled Bobo to stand next to it, allowing me to capture 

not only the inscription, but his presence as well.  Bobo’s gesture symbolized a validation of my 

presence and actions to his community; an offering of peace; and an emerging trust between him 

and me.   

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
79 Kingsley Interview 
80 those appearing to be rasta in their image ie wearing dred locks; rasta paraphernalia 
81 an area in Philippi on the interior of the Marcus Garvey Community  
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 A deconstruction of the image reveals the profusion of Rastafarian symbolism captured in 

the composition.  The instrument he leans on is described as his “altar” I later learned, this altar 

allows him to get closer to Jah (God), achieved through the holy sacrament of smoking ganga 

through it (fig. 29).  The red of the inscription’s surface, the black paint of the text, the speckles 

of yellow from the “fruit and veg”82 shop in the background, and the greens enveloping the 

figure echo Rastafarian colors.  A full visual articulation of his image in Sackcloth demonstrates 

his level of devotion to Rastafarianism.  All of these elements illustrate the abundance of 

Rastafarian symbolism throughout the community and a conscious awareness of representation. 

 

Conclusion 

The apartheid regime (1948-1994) successfully divided, oppressed and privileged people 

based purely on the color of their skin.  One´s classification and thus experience was fully 

determined by the pigmentation in their skin.  The apartheid was designed to secure white 

superiority over the rest of the population in South Africa.  Today’s sartorial landscape can be 

attributed to, but not limited to these colonialist events.  However, as we have discovered above, 

media, technology and youth culture largely influence the waning of cultural dress and the 

substitution of western ideals.   

The goals of this project were to demystify and define the social complexities of identity 

and representation in the aftermath of the Apartheid Era.  Racial segregation and cultural 

oppression have undoubtedly had an immense effect on self-awareness and pride of which this 

project perhaps only “scrapes the surface”.  My use of photography to express and deconstruct 

these themes allowed for serious interrogation that revealed more as I learned more about the 

))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
82 small independent shops selling fruits and vegetables 
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culture, society and past.  Lindeka Qampi played an integral role in my experience because of 

her role and constant presence in the community; this project would not have been able to 

happen without her.  Paul Weinberg’s affirmation of our progress and direction also influenced 

our work “in the field”. 

In this paper, I was only able to cover two themes that really interested me, but only 

represents a small portion of what I was exposed to.  Other themes I would like to explore are: 

The Deforming Effects of HIV/AIDs anti-retroviral treatment on the Body and Clothing 

Behavior on the body; The Idea of Tribal Dress used as Costume in Performance in Tribal 

Communities; Islamic Dress in the Colored Community; Labels and Self-Representation in the 

Township Communities; and Library and Art Museums Acquisition of Cultural Artifacts, to 

name a few.  As my research continues hopefully, I will get a chance to discover and resolve 

issues present in all of these themes. 
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Figure)1.)Skyview)of)Queensbridge)Projects)Development,)Queens,)New)York.)Photo)Courtesy)of)
Mandi)Blog)http://blogs.colette.fr/mandi/2009/08/16/%
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Figure)2.)Khayelitsha)Township,)Cape)Town,)South)Africa.)Taken)by)Lindeka)Qampi)
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Figure)3.)Hostels)in)Langa)Township,)Cape)Town,)South)Africa.)Taken)by)Lindeka)Qampi)
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Figure)4.)Flats)in)Langa)Township,)Cape)Town,)South)Africa,)Taken)by)Lindeka)Qampi%
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Figure)5.)Matchbox)houses.)Courtesy)of)Perspectives)blogsite,)
http://ellenschnier.wordpress.com/2009/11/22/tin9shacks/))
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Figure)6.)Subsidy)houses.)Courtesy)of)Eye)Witness)New)website)
http://ewn.mobi/news/read/53433/eerste9river9residents9oppose9outsiders9
receiving9rdp9houses)
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Figure)7.)Attitude.'Taken)by)Lindeka)Qampi)

)
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Figure)8.)Illustration)of)doek.)Courtesy)of)Townsmen)or)Tribesmen)by)Philip)
Mayer)

)
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Figure)9)Illustration)of)Makoti.)Taken)by)Lindeka)Qampi))
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Figure)10.)Harajuku)Barbie.)Courtesy)of)Vibe)Magazine)Website)
http://www.vibe.com/photo9galleries/nicki9minajs9barbie9playhouse)
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Figure)11.)“Harajuku)Fashion”)on)Harajuku)Bridge)in)Tokyo,)Japan.)Courtesy)of)One)Year)
Trip)Blog)http://www.oneyeartrip.com/2009/02/tokyo9in9pictures929of959harajuku.html))
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)
Figure)12.)Gwen)Stefani)and)Harajuku)Girls.)Courtesy)of)Society)Pages:)Sociological)
Images)Website)http://thesocietypages.org/socimages/2008/11/19/gwen9stefanis9
harajuku9girls/)
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Figure)13.)Mother'and'Daughter'and'a'World'in'Between.'Taken)by)Lindeka)Qampi)
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Figure)14.)Intersecting'Beauty.'Taken)by)Lindeka)Qampi)
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Figure)15.)Heritage'Day.'Taken)by)Lindeka)Qampi)
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Figure)16.)Effigy)in)Kanye)West’s)Runaway)Video)Courtesy)of)Teen)Vogue)Website)
http://www.teenvogue.com/industry/blogs/music/2010/10/five9things9i9love9about9kanyes9
runaway9movie.html)
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Figure)17.)Mourning.'Taken)by)Lindeka)Qampi))
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Figure)18.)Detail)of)Mourning.'Taken)by)Shady)P.))
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Figure)19.)Sangoma.)Taken)by)Lindeka)Qampi.)Courtesy)of)Creative)African)
Network)Website)http://www.creativeafricanetwork.com/person/30147/en)
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))Figure)20.)Divine'Invention.)Taken)by)Lindeka)Qampi))
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Figure)21.)Detail)of)Nomtobeko’s)Spears.)Taken)by)Shady)P.))
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Figure)22.)Langa)Taxi)Rank,)Langa)Township,)Cape)Town,)South)Africa.)Taken)by)Lindeka)Qampi)
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Figure)23.)Emperor)Haile)Ras)Tafari)Selassie)Courtesy)of)Haphazard)Blog,)
http://haphazardmusing.wordpress.com/2010/04/26/emperor9selassie)
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Figure)24.)Illustration)of)House)of)Dreadlocks)vs.)House)of)Combsomes.)Taken)by)
Shady)P.))
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Figure)25.)Rastafarian)paraphernalia)products)sold)at)Aneto’s)Shop)in)Langa,)Township,)
Cape)Town,)South)Africa.)Taken)by)Shady)P.))
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Figure)26.)Rastafarian)imagery)on)Rastafarian)accessories,)sold)at)Aneto’s)Shop)in)Langa)
Township,)Cape)Town,)South)Africa.)Taken)by)Shady)P.))
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Figure)27.)Sack)Man)Rastafarians.)Taken)by)Shady)P.))
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Figure)28.)Man'Without'Culture.'Taken)by)Shady)P.))
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Figure)29.)Ablaze.'Taken)by)Shady)P.))
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